JOB DESCRIPTION – APPLE PICKING

(YOU MUST READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY)

Picker will require a high degree of physical fitness and health. It is essential that pickers start work at the nominated times weather permitting, a minimum of 5 days worked each week. Picking bags will be provided with an initial bond being held from first pay. These bags are assigned to each picker and a supervisor must receipt their return to receive reimbursement of bond.

Pickers must understand that this fruit is our livelihood and if it is not picked correctly and is damaged the impact is detrimental to our business and income. The future of our business depends on the correct techniques being abided to.

Before work commences a supervisor will demonstrate the correct apple picking technique and. Further advice and instruction is always available from a supervisor upon request. If picking techniques change management will provide training.

Apples are fragile and should be handled with great care to avoid bruising.

Fingernails must be cut short to avoid puncturing fruit. Mandatory to commencing work. (Bruising & punctures will down grade fruit from export quality to juice), pay rates will be altered if fruit is mishandled

The tree must be picked from the bottom (ground) up not the top down. This is due to the shape of the trees and minimize ladder and fruit damage.

- Start at the ground level and pick around the tree to as far as you can reach or to the wire if there is one.
- **You must empty the bag before climbing the ladder.** If you need to top up complete filling bag from the bottom of the next tree only but no further then empty before climbing ladder.
- **Then pick from top of the tree down to middle.** Careful placement of ladder (see ladder technique.)
- **All tops of tree must be picked and do not leave.**

Glenburn orchards apple picking tree technique:

- Grasp fruit gently – apples are supported in pads of palms, fingers should not exert any pressure to avoid bruising. Rotate rolling wrist upwards to release stem from limb.
- **Do not pull down or yank apples off,** pulling will remove the stalk & cause severe finger bruising.
- Stalks should be left on the fruit
GLENBURN ORCHARDS LADDER PRECAUTIONS & TECHNIQUE:

- PERSONAL SAFETY TRAINING DEMONSTRATION
- NEVER FACE LADDER DOWNHILL. MUST BE HEADING UP HILL ON EVEN GROUND
- TILT SIDEWAYS PICKING BAG SHOULD SIT TO THE SIDE OF LADDER TAKING CARE NOT TO BANG BAG AGAINST RUNGS OF LADDER
- WHEN USING LADDER – CLIMB LADDER WITH AN EMPTY BAG, HALF FILL & DESCEND LADDER
- ONLY HALF FILL BAGS UP THE TREES. DO NOT BEND THE LIMBS
- CHECK WITH SUPERVISOR IF IN DOUBT
- LADDER MUST NOT BE LAID ON THE GROUND OR USED FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE
- LADDERS WILL BE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO MOVE FROM TREE TO TREE. PICKING BAG & LADDERS HAVE MATCHING NUMBERS

QUALITY CONTROL BY OFFICERS AUDITING ALL PICKING PROCESSES WILL OCCUR. WARNINGS & DISMISSALS WILL OCCUR. REDUCTION IN PAY RATE FOR POOR QUALITY FRUIT.

BAG TO BIN TECHNIQUE:

ADJUST BAG TO FIT COMFORTABLY. BAGS ARE EMPTIED INTO BINS. TO EMPTY BAG, LEAN OVER THE SIDE OF THE BIN AND REST THE BOTTOM OF THE BAG GENTLY ON THE BASE OF THE BIN. OPEN BAG, THEN LIFT SLOWLY SO THAT THE FRUIT GENTLY ROLLS (NOT DROP OR FALL) FROM THE BASE OF BAG. THIS PROCEDURE DONE INCORRECTLY IS A MAJOR CAUSE OF BRUISED FRUIT.

NO DROPPING OR ROLLING DOWN HITTING THE OTHER SIDE ON HILLS. WE CAN HEAR BRUISING!

- FILL BIN EVENLY STARTING AT THE LOWEST POINT & WORKING AROUND ALL SIDE TO EVENLY FILL.
- MUST BE LEVEL AT THE TOP DO NOT PILE UP IN THE MIDDLE LEVEL AT THE TOP
- CARE ON HILLS TO AVOID ROLLING MUST FILL FROM LOWEST POINT THEN WORK AROUND SIDES TO EVENLY FILL

NO MARIJUANA, ALCOHOL OR ILLICIT DRUGS PERMITTED IN THE WORKPLACE GLENBURN ORCHARDS HAS POLICY FOR INSTANT DISMISSAL

NO FOREIGN OBJECTS ARE TO BE PLACED IN BINS.

IF FRUIT IS BRUISED DURING PICKING, THE PICKER RESPONSIBLE WILL BE SHOWN THE BRUISED FRUIT AND ANY OBVIOUS PICKING TECHNIQUE PROBLEM WILL BE ADDRESSED BY THE SUPERVISOR. IF PROBLEM PERSISTS, ONE WARNING WILL BE GIVEN AFTER WHICH CONTINUING PROBLEMS WILL RESULT IN TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND REDUCED PAY RATE.

STAFF SHOULD ALSO ENSURE THEY FOLLOW PERSONAL HYGIENE PRACTICES IMPLEMENTED BY THE EMPLOYER. THESE PRACTICES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THOROUGHLY WASHING HANDS AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH SHIFT, WHEN RETURNING FROM TOILETS OR AFTER HANDLING ANY MATERIALS OR EQUIPMENT THAT MAY BE CONTAMINATED.

GLENBURN ORCHARDS HAS IMPLEMENTED A QUALITY SYSTEM BASED ON SQF 2000 THAT STRESSES THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFE QUALITY FOOD FOR THE CUSTOMER. ALL STAFF MUST DO THEIR UTMOST TO ENSURE THE PRINCIPALS OF THIS QUALITY SYSTEM ARE UPHELD AT ALL TIMES